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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
WG-338 THERMO PLUS

WG-338 THERMO PLUS

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PROTECTION Liquids and cold resistance

MATERIAL
Coating: latex double dip, fully dipped knitwrist
Liner: 13 gauge/acrylic

COLOUR Orange

PACKAGING 12 pairs/polybag; 144 pairs/box

SIZES 7/S, 8/M, 9/L, 10/XL

WG-338 Thermo Plus is a fully double latex coated glove. Water-
repellent and insulated for cold resistance, WG-338 Thermo Plus is 
designed to be used specifically in cold and wet conditions.
Constructed using a 13-gauge brushed pile acrylic liner, WG-338 
Thermo Plus maintains dexterity and unparalleled comfort and 
warmth, even in extreme working conditions.

COMPLIANCY

CERTIFICATION EN388:2016; EN511:2006; EN407:2004

MECHANICAL RATING ACTPS1: 2241X; X2X; X2XXXX

EN388:2016 EN511:2006 EN407:2004

2241X X2X X2XXXX

ENVIRONMENTS

Construction, industry, refrigerated transport and storage, aquatic resource management, waste treatment, agricultural work, agrifood, 
public authorities, logistics.

RECOMMENDATION

WATER RESISTANCE: Designed for all handling tasks in water conditions.
EXTRA COLD RESISTANCE: Appropriate for work in cold regions and ideal for all tasks in cold rooms or outside in cold weather conditions.

EVALUATION (RATING 1 TO 10)

Dry grip

Wet grip

Oil grip

Dexterity

Breathability

Comfort
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WONDER GRIP® TECHNOLOGY

 GRIP
Our focus is on developing gloves that are thin and easy to use 
whilst providing the best grip through the design and material 
used for each glove. We believe grip strength will improve safety.

The sponge-like coating on each Wonder Grip® glove mimics the 
suction cup charateristics found on the tentacles of an octopus. 
our focus on maximising the quality, durability and grip potential 
of each Wonder Grip® glove design has significantly enhanced 
performance in dry, wet and oily conditions.

LATEX
Latex has several advantages such as being soft, slip resistant, 
and non-rigid even during extremly low temperatures. The 
Wonder Grip® process has effectively advanced these pertinent 
characteristics.

WONDER GRIP Technology™
PROTECTION – DEXTIRITY - GRIP
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Wonder Grip technology™ Created by using a soft and flexible compound such as latex or nitrile 
filled with thousands of tiny suction cups. As these suction cups come into contact with a surface, 
they create a vacuum that disperses fluids away from the object to allow clean contact with the 
object. Works well in handling wet and dirty applications.

+67% +35%
General latex glove

Wonder Grip® glove


